
SIMPLE 
Medical image sharing on the fly

Vaultara’s pricing is as straightforward as the product.

Unlike cloud solutions whose costs can fluctuate wildly with use, Vaultara 
allows for an unlimited number of users, recipients, and transactions. There 
are no hidden costs, study-size limitations, or overage charges. The supremely 
easy implementation process puts no strain on IT resources or budget.

Vaultara is easy to deploy, 
easy to use, and easy to oversee.

Avoid IT headaches, downtime, 
or migrations with a smooth, remote 
install to get up and running. A clean 
and intuitive user interface allows 
organizations to quickly send or 
receive studies for collaboration 
and a comprehensive audit log 
makes oversight a breeze.Medical data is a prime target 

for cyber criminals.

With cloud solutions on the rise, 
instances of costly security breaches 
are becoming more commonplace 
in healthcare every day. Vaultara 
manages swift transfers 
while keeping sensitive 
data safe behind 
your firewall.
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Keep your records in-house and under your control

Skip the risk and volatility of cloud solutions and maintain complete local control. Vaultara’s 
self-hosted image transfer lets you send true DICOM images and associated reports directly to 
intended recipients. Once you’ve granted permission, authentication is underway and files can be 
accessed or downloaded according to your specifications. 

Save time and money, while providing more responsive care for patients

Response time matters in healthcare. Vaultara allows you to send and receive studies to and from 
any hospital, clinic, patient, or legal counsel at a moment’s notice. 

Achieve seamless patient transfers and reduce unnecessary procedures

Misplaced or unreadable CDs compromise efficient patient triage. With Vaultara’s comprehensive 
compatibility, the records physicians need to see are viewable anytime, from any device. When 
transferring patients, move their studies instantly to the destination facility for uninterrupted care. 

Streamline image exchanges for you and your network

While CDs have inherent liabilities and are less supported
every day, all organizations are not modernizing at the 
same pace. Phase out unwanted discs from external
facilities and eliminate ingestion hassles by leveraging
Vaultara’s image upload functionality. 

https://twitter.com/vaultara
https://www.facebook.com/vaultara
http://www.vaultara.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/vaultara

